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Bénard-Marangoni convection and its significance with regard to film boiling heat transfer from9

micro heat sinks is discussed. In recent works cooling performance of micro heat sinks has been10

studied showing that two-phase cooling could be more efficient than single-phase cooling. However,11

in those previous works was also found that the critical heat flux (CHF) i.e., the transition from12

a nucleate boiling regime to an almost insulating film boiling regime was the main limitation13

of two-phase cooling. Here, it is shown that owing to the induced thermal gradient along the14

fin and the very small fin-spacing, Bénard-Marangoni convection (which was neither considered15

nor mentioned so far) can play an important role and in fact driven the entire film boiling16

heat and mass transfer process. The reason behind this lies in the fact that in film boiling the17

interfacial vapor-liquid velocity is the capital factor rather than the bulk velocity, and this can be18

at least one order of magnitude higher from Bénard-Marangoni convection. Utilizing a simplified19

physical model, an analytical expression for the film boiling heat transfer coefficient driven by20

Bénard-Marangoni was derived. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations were performed21

and comparison between natural and Bénard-Marangoni convective heat transfer presented.22

23
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I. INTRODUCTION27

Heat transfer in microsystems applications are becom-28

ing an important and almost vital topic in current and29

future human life and society. Electronics miniaturiza-30

tion show no signs of slowing in the near future,[1], and31

the inherent limitations associated with electronic minia-32

turization as regard space, translates in the fact that mi-33

croscale heat removal systems set the ultimate limit in34

the miniaturization. Microscale natural convection and35

forced convection single phase has been studied in the36

past both analytical and computer simulations [2]-[9], as37

well as two-phase cooling [10]-[12]. It was found that38

two-phase cooling could be more effective and efficient39

for micro heat sinks, however, it was also found that the40

critical heat flux (CHF) i.e., the transition from a nu-41

cleate boiling regime to an almost insulating film boiling42

regime was the main limitation of two-phase cooling,[13]43

Nevertheless, in those previous works, Bénard-44

Marangoni convection was neither considered nor men-45

tioned. Here, it is shown that owing to the induced46

thermal gradient along the fin and the very small fin-47

spacing, Bénard-Marangoni convection stars to play an48

important role and indeed drives the film boiling heat49

transfer regime.50
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FIG. 1. Vertical heat transfer using a micro heat sinks.

II. METHODS AND RESULTS51

To begin with, let us consider a representative micro52

heat sink as depicted in Fig. 1 where if a heat flux53

threshold is passed -the critical heat flux (CHF), a54

film boiling is formed and the entire surface of the fin55

is covered by an insulating vapor layer as depicted in56

Fig. 2. It is desired to know what is the heat transfer57

between the fin-wall and the bulk liquid.58
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FIG. 2. If the critical heat flux (CHF) is exceeded, an
insulating vapor film is formed and covering the entre surface
of the fin.

59

• Momentum consideration60

61

Let us consider the channel between the micro finned62

heat sink as depicted in Fig. 3. Let us assume also,63

that the heat flux through the finned walls is exceed-64

ing the critical heat flux (CHF) and as a result a very65

thin vapor layer or film with thickness δ is formed along66

the wall. Because the thermal gradient along the va-67

por film-liquid interface and because the dependence of68

surface tension with temperature, a surface tension gra-69

dient appears which cause that at the interface the liquid70

flows away from the region of low surface tension (high71

temperature) toward the region of high surface tension72

(low temperature). This phenomenon is called Bénard-73

Marangoni convection, [15].74

Vapor inside the film is dragged by the motion of the75

interface vapor-liquid. On the other hand, the liquid is76

dragged by the moving interface and the it returns back-77

ward causing the appearance of a pressure drop dp(z)
dz78

along the z−axis. With this approach the velocity pro-79

file induced by the motion of the interface is given by,80

[16]81

vz = a+ bx+
1

2μ

dp(z)

dz
x2 (1)

where a and b are constant to be determined by the82

boundary conditions. If the co-ordinate axes are fixed83

at the center of the channel and because the symmetry84

condition (see Fig. 3) it is necessary that vz(x) = v(−x),85

an thus b = 0 and Eq.(1) becomes86

vz = a+
1

2μ

dp(z)

dz
x2 (2)

FIG. 3. Physical model of film boiling from a vertical micro
heat sink.

In addition, because the average velocity over the gap87

cross section equals zero (convective loop)88

1

s

∫ s
2

− s
2

vzdx = 0 (3)

where it was considered that the thickness of the film89

can be neglected in comparison with the spacing fin. In-90

serting Eq.(2) into Eq.(3) and solving yields91

vz =
vi
2

[
12x2

s2
− 1

]
(4)

where vi is the interface velocity, i.e., vz(
s
2 ) = vz(− s

2 ) =92

vi93

This velocity can be found by equating the viscous-94

stress tensor with the Marangoni stress at the interface95

μ
dvz
dx

= −∂σ

∂z
at x = −s

2
(5)

or96

μ
dvz
dx

=
∂σ

∂z
at x =

s

2
(6)

where σ is the surface tension. Applying Eq.(6) or97

Eq.(5) into Eq.(4) one obtains98

vi =
s

6μ

∂σ

∂z
(7)
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• Continuity99

100

The mass flow inside the film is given by101

ṁ = ρv v̄wδ (8)

where ρv is the density of vapor; v̄ the mean velocity102

inside the film; δ and w the film thickness and the width103

of the fin, respectively. Because the film is very thin, the104

the mean velocity ,v̄, can be approximated to a linear105

profile, and then is given by106

v̄ ≈ vi
2

(9)

and Eq.(8) becomes107

ṁ =
ρvviwδ

2
(10)

Finally, the heat flux q transported by the mass flow108

by the change of phase is given by109

q = ṁΔh

q =
ρvΔhviwδ

2
(11)

where Δh is the average enthalpy difference between110

the vapor and liquid.111

112

• Heat transfer113

114

The heat flux is given by115

q =
κ

δ
wLΔTs (12)

where κ is the liquid thermal conductivity; L the length116

of the fin; and ΔTs the superheat or difference of temper-117

ature between the wall and the liquid. Equating Eq.(12)118

with Eq.(11), and solving for the thickness of the film119

yields120

δ =

√
2κLΔTs

ρvΔhvi
(13)

A heat transfer coefficient may be defined by applying121

the following equation122

h =
κ

δ
(14)

Inserting Eq.(13) into Eq.(14) yields123

FIG. 4. Schematic of computational simulation setup.

h =

√
κρvΔh

2LΔTs
· √vi (15)

considering the expression for the interface velocity124

driven by Bénard-Marangoni convection, vi given by125

Eq.(7), Eq.(15) yields126

h =

√
κρvΔhs

12μLΔTs

∂σ

∂z
(16)

Finally, the gradient of surface tension comes from127

a thermal gradient and then is given by ∂σ
∂z = σT∇zT128

being σT the surface tension temperature coefficient,129

and ∇zT is the thermal gradient along the interface.130

This thermal gradient is proportional to ∇zT ∼ Th−Tc

L131

and then Eq.(16) becomes132

133

h ≈
√
s

L

√
κρvΔhσT (Th − Tc)

12μΔTs
(17)

134135136

• Discussion137

138

It is interesting to see that the film boiling heat trans-139

fer is, according with Eq.(15), driven by the interfacial140

velocities vi and more precisely
√
vi. Therefore, a first141

assessment of the role Bénard-Marangoni convection inn142

comparison with natural convection can be performed143

by comparing their typical velocities. The typical fluid144

velocity vz driven by natural convection is given by145

vz ∼ gρoβ(Th−Tc)s
2

μ where g is gravity; ρo the liquid146

density; β the coefficient of thermal expansion; Th and147

Tc the hot and cold temperature, respectively; s the148
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FIG. 5. Streamlines contour. Left: Only Bénard-Marangoni convection. Center: Only natural convection. Right: Mixed
convection.

fin spacing; and μ the dynamic viscosity. On the other149

hand, the Bénard-Marangoni velocity was derived in150

Eq.(7) which is around vz ∼ sσT (Th−Tc)
Lμ where σT is151

the surface tension temperature coefficient and L the152

length of the fin. It is seen that for micro heat sinks,153

where the spacing s could be a few millimeters or less,154

Bénard-Marangoni motion could be comparatively more155

important.156

157

III. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL158

The role of Bénard-Marangoni convection in film boil-159

ing heat transfer from micro heat sinks can be assessed160

by comparing the heat transfer coefficient. Unfortu-161

nately, the current state-of-the-art in c Computational162

Fluid Dynamics (CFD) as regard boiling is almost in an163

infancy state, and nowadays CFD boiling simulations are164

restricted to the introduction -by the user, of the second165

phase and then is not suitable for a direct assesmente166

of boiling heat transfer process. However, because this167

work is not intended to typify estimates but rather168

to asses qualitatively the role of Bénard-Marangoni169

convection in comparison with natural convection for170

film boiling heat transfer from micro heat sinks , then171

it is sufficient to asses the velocity at the interface172

induced by Bénard-Marangoni convection and natural173

convection. At this point, from our previous heat174

transfer analysis, it is seen, from Eq.(15), that the most175

important parameter is the interfacial velocity vi and176

more precisely on
√
vi which is easy to convey consider-177

ing that the interfacial velocity is which is determining178

the average velocity inside the film and transporting179

an energy proportional to the phase change enthalpy Δh.180

181

• Problem description:182

183

The problem to be considered is shown schematically184

in Fig. 4. Coolant R134a was considered inside a rect-185

angular box of sides s = 1 mm and l = 2mm. The186

boundary conditions were as follows: at the bottom an187

adiabatic wall with a constant hot temperature Th; at the188

top a pressure outlet condition with a cold temperature189

Tc; left and right sides as solids with a thickness 0.1mm190

and made of copper through which heat is transmitted191

from the bottom wall.192

In order to isolate and evaluate separately the role of193

Bénard-Marangoni and natural convection, the momen-194

tum boundary conditions in the fin where adjusted as195

follows: to isolate the Bénard-Marangoni motion in the196

left and right sides the option Marangoni stress -available197

in fluent, was activated and the volumetric expansion198

coefficient of the fluid was set to zero to prevent buoy-199

ancy. To isolate natural convection (without Bénard-200

Marangoni convection) the left and right sides were fixed201

with a zero slip condition which more or less simulate202

the effect of a vapor film and the volumetric expansion203

coefficient of the liquid was introduced ( β = 3.2×−3/K).204

The data for the thermophysical properties of R134a was205

obtained from Park et.al,2019, [13] and are summarized206

in table. I.207

IV. RESULTS208

Fig. 5 shows the comparative stream contours from:209

Left: Only Bénard-Marangoni convection. Center: Only210

natural convection. Right: Mixed convection. It is easy211

to see, that Bénard-Marangoni convection overcomes the212

effect of natural convection and then is clearly the driven213

mechanism. Fig. 6 shows the temperature profile for214
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FIG. 6. Contours of temperature. Only Bénard-Marangoni convection. Right: Only natural convection

FIG. 7. Contours of velocity. Only Bénard-Marangoni convection. Right: Only natural convection

the isolated effect of Bénard-Marangoni and natural con-215

vection, respectively. Finally, Fig. 7 shows the velocity216

profile for the isolated effect of Bénard-Marangoni and217

natural convection, respectively, where it is seen that218

the interfacial velocity at the fins are ar least one order219

of magnitude higher for Bénard-Marangoni convection,220

and then it is expected that the heat transfer coefficient221

(h ∼ √
vi, from Eq.(15)) will be around 2-to-3 fold than222

from natural convection.223

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS224

Bénard-Marangoni convection and its significance225

with regard to film boiling heat transfer from micro226

heat sinks was discussed. It was found that owing227

for micro heat sinks the film boiling heat transfer is228

driven by Bénard-Marangoni convection rather than229

natural convection. The interfacial velocity induced230

by Marangoni stress overcomes clearly the induced231

by natural convection around one order of magnitude232

higher. Utilizing a simplified physical model, an an-233

alytical expression for the film boiling heat transfer234

coefficient was derived. Because the film boiling heat235

transfer coefficient is proportional to the interfacial236

velocity it is expected that the heat transfer coefficient237

driven by Bénard-Marangoni convection be around238

2-to-3- fold than from natural convection. The result en-239

courage further experimental investigation of the subject.240

241

NOMENCLATURE:242

a = constant243
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TABLE I. Thermophysical properties of coolant R134a.¡, from
Park eta la, 2019, [13]

R134a
Liquid Vapor

Density (kg/m3) 1200 34.19
Thermal conductivity(W/mK) 0.080 0.014
Viscosity(μPas) 190.46 11.77
Latent heat (kJ/kg) 176.08
Specific heat (kJ/kgK) 1.43 1.04
Surface tension (N/m) 7.8× 10−3

Surface tension coeff. (N/mK)a −0.117× 10−3

thermal expansion coeff (1/K) 3.2× 10−3b

Boiling point (K) 300c

a [14]
b at 298 K
c at 1 atm

b = constant244

g = gravity245

h = heat transfer coefficient246

Δh = average enthalpy247

L = length of the fin248

ṁ = mass flow of vapor inside the film249

p = pressure250

s = fin spacing251

T = temperature252

ΔTs = superheat253

vz liquid velocity in z-direction254

vi vapor-liquid interface velocity255

v̄ mean velocity of vapor256

w = width of the fin257

x = perpendicular co-ordinate258

z = length co-ordinate259

260

aaa261

Greek symbols262

263

β coefficient of thermal expansion264

δ = vapor film thickness265

κ = thermal conductivity of liquid266

μ = dynamic viscosity267

ρ = density of liquid268

ρv = density of vapor269

σ = surface tension270

σT = surface tension temperature coefficient271

272

aaa273

subscripts274

275

v = vapor276

l = liquid277

278
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